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Scene on Lake Lucerne, Orlando.

ORL

--December, 1897.
ORANGE COUNTY.
Location, Extent, Productions, Lakes.

,

This county, that on account of the push
and energy of its people and the abt111da11cc=
and variety of its production has won the
distinction of being the banner county, may
also justly claim the title of the Gem of the
State of Florida. It lies near the middle of the
peninsular portion of the State, betw~en the
28th and 29th degrees of Latitude, and is
125 miles outh of Jacksonville and seventyfive north~ast of Tampa. Its elevation of one
hundred and twenty feet above sea level, and its
situation nearly midway between the Gulf of
Atlantic Ocean, gives it a mast
Mexico and
advantageo
tting. The gulf and ocean
ally fan and cool the air in
breezes con
summer and the Gulf Stream that flows along
the coast of Florida tempers the cold of winter
making the climate extremely equable and
salubrious. The extreme h at of ummer
rarely above ninety-five and has never
been known above one hundred. The
temperature in winter seldom goes below
twenty-eight.
Orange county, reaching
from Lake Apopka on the
northwest to the St. Johns
River on the east, a distance of
fifty miles, and from Lake
county on the north to Osceola
county on the south, a distance
of about thirty-five miles, covers
a large area of country, doubtless the best watered in the
United tates.
The number and ext~pt of
its lakes is not the least among! .
the causes of its salubriou~n~ ··•--.
delightful alimate. Tbei'atgest
of these i Lake fo.nopkaJ on
the uorthwest, a beautiful body
of fresh water second in size of
the lakes of ""'t he State. rt· ts
fifteen mile long and . ..from
eight to ten mile~·wide. • 'Lakes
Monn~ and Harpey, together
with the St. ')Johns River,
form the eastern and part of the northern
boundary of the county. Lake Jessup, in the
eastern portion, and Conway, near the middle
of the county, are of respectable size. These
lake ra
from three to eight miles long,
and fro
o to five mile wide.
Be i 'these, there are about one thousand
smaller lakes, varying from a few to several
hundred acres in extent. They are generally
eep and always clear, and when not too much
frequented by the angler, abound in bass and
bream, and afford port for those who enjoy
the pse of" rod and reel.
Here boating for
pleas, re is within the reach of all. The
abundance of these beautiful lakes with sandy
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r------:===--=-- --=-=-=--- - beach, makes it po' sible for those who desire response to the ong of the pine , have brought
lake front to have them at a rea onable cost. to the patient toiler the happy realization of
Traversing the county are many small hi. golden dream .
Tb freeze that proved so destructive to
streams and these, together with the lakes
constitute Orange county a well-watered sec~ our groves three years ago set our people to
tion. The high elevation of the couutry ren- thinking, and many who had grown no crops
ders perfect drainage entirely practicable. The but oranges, lemons or grape-fruit, turned
St. Johns River, with its source in the Ever- their attention to the production of food and
glades, far to the south, border the county on forage crop , and now they for the greater part
the east {Ln<l northeast, and is navigable for are producing the cereals and vegetables in
good sized steamers as far up as Sanford, while; abundance, and the farmer who buy'his supsmaller boats pass up as far as Lake Harney. plies is th exc tion.
The St. Johns traver es the eastern part of the • i \Vhile our cou~try sustained untold damage
State and empties into the Atlantic Ocean at m ilhe los of the citrus trees and in many inMayport.
Steamers nm regularly b tween st n~r' heavy crop of fruit that were ripe on
v
the tree, they have had a lessJackso n v i 11 e
on that is not without value.
an cl Sanford
nd now they have nursed
taking passentheir groves to life and the goldgers and
n harvest is beginnihg to rifreight.
pen to reward them for their
well directed efforts and patient
waiting.
The multi-million loss that
would have beggared any other
agricultural community in the
nion, though a terrible strain
and di appointment to our peopl , has not. caused them to
make a single dU for outside
aid.
But on the other hand,
by the providence of God they
have been able to help the tonn
. and plague-stµc\en unfortun. ates of other la~.
--:o:-Public Improvements.
Orange county hf-s one of
th finest court houses in the
outh. It is a splendid brick
building, architecturally ubstan ti:f and handsome.
I ts
co t, including furni hings complete, was nearly seventy thouand dollars.
Its jail is a sub. tantial brick
bnilding with steel cages inside
and pleasant room for the famorange County court ttous , Orlan~o.
i Y of the jailor. It is planned
for ecurity and for the healthThe rich h mmocks and muck lands, when fttlness of the inmates.
properly cultivate~ yie1d fine crops of corn,
The county owns a valuable County Hofne
oats, rye, millet, potatoes, rice, sugar, cas- "'and Farm, , hich is nearly self-sµstaining.
ava, cabbage, bean., peas-in fact everything
The road of the county· are kept in_good ·
nec:ded to make food for man or beast. The repair and the bridge ever tream~ are' a£e
more cleyated portions were usually character- and substantial.
the old \VOoden · bridge
,. iz cl before the boom by the presence of heavy serve theij purpos they are replacec\ ~ith
forests of bcautifnl lo11g straw pine tr~es, that , teel structures, 1t being considered cheaper in
lift cl their graceful h ads skyward .~t?d wo. d _ · the ~d
se these. Each year sees material
in the bre ze as they sung the sweet lulln;by of adclib&1s n the pttbltc irnprovement. of the
our countr) 's dawning greatness.
, ,
county.
\Vhile not all d stroyed, the e fore. s' -in
And yet the.:,county is free from debt
many portions of the county have given )lace her building are paid for an l tlJe rate C" ·
to the orange, lemon and grape-fruit gro,·es, ancl county ta.·ation is yery !,., ; wh·
gardens, tobacco fields and pineries, tha ._•in cates good mana ,ement b her offi,
I

•
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SANFORD.

HEALTH AND COMFORT.

The healthfulness of Sanford is established by the
fact that the death rate is only six to the thousand by
annual average. The climate is tempered both winter and summer by the water of lovely Lake Monroe,
on whose margin Sanford sits with grace and beauty,
so that in winter or summer the temperature varies a
degree or two in her favor over all interior localities
less favorably situated. In this connection may be
mentioned the abundant flow of artesian water from
public and private fountains, a source of admiration
to strangers and of comfort to the citizens. We have
no gnats, flies, or andflies and very few mosquitoes.

The Oat~ City of South Florida.
Where once on the banks of Lake Monroe stood the
majestic palm forest, the home and happy bunting
ground of the red man of Florida, now nesties the
spires and roofs of th Gate ity of Florida.

I

DUSTRTES.

The South Florida Division of the Plant System
car shops are situated within the city limits and provide work for about one hundred men each workiug
day of the year, paying ont a lar!{e amount of money
which is chi fly circulated locally. The Sanford Ice
Company supplys a large local demand for ice as well
as a shipping trade.
.
Hospital No. 1 of the Plant System is located here
and is the parent hospital of the entire system. Its
reputation, under the skillful direction of the physicians in attendance, is second to none in this section
of the South.
The cigar busines:; is carried on to some extent
and the products of the Sanford factories may he
found in all well assorted cigar cases throughout the
United States where clear "Havanas" are appreciated.
The fishing industry is conducted by several parties, and the catching, packing and shipping of fish
during the season furnishes work to about two hundred men.
Soft drinks are bottled by Messrs. Calhoun and
Br~swell, and beer by Mr. Jos. Zapf, agent for the
Anhauser-Busch Brewing Association, of ~t. Louis,
Mo.
At present the principal interest among the citizens
is the planting and growing of tobacco. It is believed
that the fertile and productive flat woods and plains
in and about Sanford will in a short time exchange
their crop of wire grass for the subtle and sedath·e
weed an~ that the green fields of tobacco will far exceed in net returns the glittering gn·en and gold of
the orange gi-oves.
The production of cassava is also creatin~ considerable interest among the people. Capitalists have
already selected Sanford as a point for a cassava factory, and will shortly begin erecting buildings. 1t is
expected that this crop, which is _very easy to grow,
will net the grower at least thirty-five dollars per

•

As in olden times, when this point was the base of
supplies for the soldier and settler, through the gates
of Ft. Melon and Melon ville, so it has continued uninterrupted to this day, the business head of that
grand, natural water way of Florida, the silent and
ever flowing St. Johos.
RAILROADS AND TELEGRAPHS.

In addition to her never-failing water route, placing her above competition with any other city, anford is the converging center of no less than seven
railroads, giving her rapid communication with all of
South Florida and constituting her the debouchre for
trade and travel from that rich and populous section.
Two telegraph lines connect anford with all the
world, giving opportunity for instant communication
everywhere as occasion requires.
MODERN CO VE NIENCES.

Sanford is supplied with all the modern conveniences, namely : churches. schools, water and gas
works, ice factory, two banks, hotels, restaur.ants,
paved streets, wholesale and retail mercantile establishments, fish and fruit packing houses. Nearly all
the prominent secret orders have organizations, probably more than any city of its size in the
nited
States.

CHAS. LORD,

The Monokratic Grocer.
PINE STREET.

AC>

Carries a full assortment of Fancy Groc ries. Everything Fin-t
Class. Order promptly filled and Free Delivery
anywhere in the City.
HEAD QUAI~TER.~ FOH. GASOLINJ~.

J. 8. CLOUSER & CO.
THE RACKET,

acre, and that the demand will be far greater than the
supply.
SPORTING.

Every facility is furnished the thorough sportsman.
aptha, oil or steam launche · may be procured for trips on the upper St. Johns, and at reasonable
rates, which relieves the tourist of the old fashioned
uncertainty of "coon power." Game and fish abound
in and near Sanford in endles variety, and no more
fascinating trip can be imagined than· that of a genuine "camp hunt" on the upper ~t. Johns.
Sanford affords excellent accommodations for the
wheelman, having paved streets aud many adjacent
shell roads, which in the near future will in one direction form a continuous hard road to Orlando and other points in the county.
REAi, ESTATE.

The tourist, investor or ettler will find· Sanford a
regular bureau of i11formatio11. The American office
of th Florida Land and Colonization Company, of
London, b ing situated here, in charge of Mr. F H.
Rand, President of the First National Bank. This
company owns large interests in Sanfonl and ~·icinity,
as well as everal million acres of land scattered
throughout the State
The Land Department of the Plant System, owning millions of acres in the tate, have their main office here, aud through the chit:!f clerk, Mr. Geo. Fox,
is always ready and willing to show the visitor their
superb display of Florida pro<lucts, furnish maps and
information regarding any part of Florida. There
are several real estate firms, among them the Sanford
Real Estate Exchange, conducted by Hon.J. F. Welborne.
The Travellers Insurance Company's real estate
business is carried on from this point by their special
agent, Mr. M. F. Robinson. This company probably
owns more orange ~rove property than any individual
or company in Flonda, and no more reliahle information in tbi respect ean be obtain d than through
their special f!o-ent.
(:J'I'Y GOVER

ME T.

The city' rig!its and powers are defined by special
charter, and its bu iness is conduct d hy a mayor,
seven councilmen, city clerk and ma
al.
A voluntary fire department of
forty members affords ample protection fro
, the department being recognized as one of the be t in the State.
A progressive board of trad of over one hundred
members holds r gular meetings twice a month, at
which time visitors are invited and any business
proposition considered.

Groceries,~
~m
m~ M00rffl8fl & C0.
~m
• • : : Staple and Fancy : : ••
~
mm
mm
~m

Always have on hand a full tine
of all kinds Nice Fresh Groceries

mm
mm
~m

~m:
m•
~·
FLA.

Hardware, Hats, Shoes, Crockery, Hay, Grain, Flour, Meal,
Grits and Bacon and is sold as low as the lowest. Goods
delivered Free.

MAITLAND,

HAULING, TEAMING
AND GRADING
OF ALL KINDS BY CONTRACT OR BY DAY.

THE PIONEER OF LOW PRICES.
WE UNDERBUY,

RESULT~: WE UNDERSELL.
Unapproached and Unapproachable in Tempting Bargains.
3

t o 70 P e r C

11. t

l o ,._v R eg ul a r Pri

s, --•+,--.....!2-·-;.:,

ea ·on'tb l e Good~~ rriv Daily at Our

ORil
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Moving heavy machin ry, etc., promptly att nded to.

PRICES REASONABLE.
'--~_Address J. D. PRESCOTT.
ORLANDO,
FLORIDA.

De Laney's
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERY.
IN FAVOR WITH OLD RESIDENTS
AND

RECOGNIZED BY NEWCOMERS
AS

ORLANDO, FLA

THE IDEAL FAMILY.J STORE OF O~LAND0.

FLORIDA HOME, FARM AND FIELD.
OCOEE.
An Inviting Section for Gardening.

Ocoee lies eleven miles west of Orlando by
road and is accesible by ·railroad from Sanford,
Apopka and Kissimmee. It has a climate unsurpa sed in the State, tempered in summer
by the breezes from Starke Lake on the east,
and in winter protected from the northerly
winds by the great Lake Apopka.
This protection, combined with the rich
hammock and ·m uck lands, attracted the early
settlers to the south side of Lake Apopka, and
the present fine condition of the
orange groves testify to their
good judgment. In this respect Capt. B. M. Sims holds
the foremost place and the thirty
acre grove he set out in 1865,
since transferred to the Brooker
Orange Company, has maintained its reputation as one of
the best paying properties in the
State; so far had it recovered
from the effects of the freeze
that the crop for 1897 was 1,000
boxes of oranges. This grove
has for eleven years received the
careful attention of Mr. Hy Spen·er Brooker, and several other
groves in his charge have grown
up in a manner to surpass the
highest expectations of their
owners.
Ocoee is also eminently adapted to general agriculture and the
district is pr ically self-supporting, producing all the corn, hay,
milk, butter, chickens, eggs and
veo-etables that are required. The
principal occupation of the people
is orange growing, but in recent
years the production of early
vegetables for the northern markets ha~ assumed large proportions and considerable attention
is now being paid to the raising
of tobacco~ strawberries, pineapples and sugar-cane. to all of
which the soil eems/perfectly
suited.
The large general store of Mr.
Wm. P. Blakely supplies all the
wants of the community, while a
drug store and wagon shop add
to its convenience. The sound of Mr. Pound's
saw-mill whistle, is heard every working day
in the year, and G. E. Berry carries on blacksmithing in all its branches. Mr. Frank
Elford, who bas successfully budded many of
the groves, gives particular atteition to this
business. A daily mail and a public library
tell the tale of a progressive population.

R.E. WATKINS,
T H e G 8 ¥ GR.OC8R.Y.
EASILY .FOUND.

Cor, Church St, and Orange Ave,, ORLANDO, FLA,

FRESH AND RELIABLE GOODS.
Fe.ir Tr atment,

I
Starke Lake, Adjoining ow
·
View In Town of

°f

palms, hybiscus and othe i-~
their quota of beauty.
,,
children
Ocoee is proverbiallY,,-h~ijlt
are almost exempt from even the ~
ful ailments. The . population is_ cos politan,
a general good nati:tre prevails, law and order
are held in the highest respect and new cs>mers
are always well receiv'ed.

FOR SALE.

-

-

OR.LANDO, FLA.

Orange Grove Contractor,

•

Twelve acres of Land 3 miles from Orlando. Has on it good
house, stable, grove and mineral well. It is good location
for Hotel, Sanitarium, or Southern home. Station on F. C.
& P. R. R. at the door. Address
MRS. L, B. EDWA~DS,
Orlando, Fla.
Box 653

Patronaae Solie ted.

A. G. B:R.ANiiJIM,,
P. 0. Box 231,

Ocoee has five churches, of which the
Methodist maintains its Sunday School and
Epworth League, and the Christian church an
Endeavor Society of forty members, a Sunday
School and a Band of Hope numbering thirtyfive. The public school provides excellent educational facilities for sixty pupils.
The town is well laid out with wide streets
at right angles, the principal thoroughfares
extending to the lake and planted on either
side with water-oaks. The churches are of
elegant design and well built, and many handsome residences embowered in roses, honeysuckles and alamandas and surrounded by

J. D. BURDEN,

FANCY CONFECTIONS, FRUITS, NUTS,
Frash home-m.,ade Candies, Pure, Healthy,
Well flavored.
Ora)'.lge

~ yenue,

- •

- -

•

• . Orlando, Fla.

And Non-Residents' Agent.

THE RELIABLE DRAYrtAN,

Estimates furnished and closest figures given
on all kinds of grove and farm work.

WEST CHURCH STREET, ORLANDO,

G. W. BERRY,

Taxes Listed and,.Paid,

-:-

Correspondence Solicited,

Does all kinds of Draying, Freighting, Moving
and general Hauling.
Ooods bandied with best of Care.

3

THE SOUTHERN FERTILIZEI{ CO.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA,

Was organized in the year 1890. The idea of
the original company was to take the Florida
soft pho~phate and grind it up and sack it for
use on the orange groves and farms. Soft
phosphate was at that time being recommended
as a valuable plant food. This belief was very
soon found to be incorrect, and the company
abandoned the idea, and reached out into the
wider field of supplying a complete commercial fertilizer to
the orange and vegetable growers of the State. During the
first year or two it encountered
much hard work in convincing
the people that it could manufacture a fertilizer equal to the
best brands sent into the State.
It took years of patience and
perseverance to remove the prejudices of the people, but the
General Manager, A. H. Carey,
had a large stock of these
virtues, and by his efforts and
the honest dealings of the
company, coupled with the good
results produced by the use• of
the goods of the company, the
prejudices spoken of were in time
removed and now the company
enjoys the confidence and patronage of the whole of South Florida.
The company uses only the
best and most expensive materials, and for this reason their
prices are sometimes higher
seemingly than some other
brands. But they have decided
that a dollar or two eemingly
sa?ed in a ton of fertiHzer to the
, farmer at the expense of the plant
food value is no economy, and
that sooner or later this tmth will
be evidept.
Th ·groves upon ~hich the goods of this
company have been used are now equal to any
· ~
·
tn the county, and the vet-etable growers who
• have cropped with their ve,etable brands are
loud in their praise of the goC>d results obtained. The Gene1a Manager is a practical fruit
grower and n seryman, as well as an expert
fertilizer co
ul:Jd.er·; and his advice has been
useful to a large number of the truckers and
orange growers. He has spent a great number of years in the business, during which he
has experimented largely to discover the best
forms of fertilizer suitable to our Florida soil.
His experience and advice are given freely and
the very best results are assured from following the same.
The advantages of buying from this company must be apparent, they not being bound
to any one formula, but being prepared to compound a suitable fertilizer to meet the needs of
each customer individually, and having their
factory and office in the City of Orlando are •
always accessible to the farmer and orange
grower. Give their goods a trial.
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Russell's Pioneer Pineries,
ORLA~DO,

FLORIDA.

The largest covered Finery in
Florida. Twelve acres under cover and planted with the choicest
varieties. I am now building an
eight and one-half acre addition to
the above pinery t making when
completed Twenty and a half

acres under cover.
I have more Smooth Cayenne
plants than any other grower in
this country.
I offer for salet at market rates,

fi~~ ~ijm~ Grm ~~~t~rn 1mm frnilrn~ rrnn1~,
Also Suckers from HONOLULU

STOOLS.

A View In Our Pinery.

If you want to learn how to grow the choicest fruit; if you want to grow pineapples that
will stand shipment to distant marketst purchase your pla
of a prac ·cal grower of
thirteen years experiencet and learn from him how to fertilize and work pineapples.
Some people that have never fruited a pineapple in their lifet are shouting that they know
all about growing them. Where is their pinery located ? In their mind?
Napoleonts test of a man was this: "What has he done."
My advice to the novice is this:
Follow the instructions of some
one who has succeeded in the businesst and your success will be assured.
My next crop of Pineap=
pies is estimated to amount to
twenty=seven car loads~ See
the point I ·
Full instructions given my customers how to grow and prepare
the fruit for shipment.
Price list on application.

GEO. I. RUSSELL,
Section of Our Packing House.

Box 614,

Orlando, Fla.

FLORIDA HOME, F RM AND FIELD.

MAITLAND.
The Beautiful R.esidence Town.
"Channing Maitland," a Mrs. U. S. Grant termed
it, is a beautiful liltl ity ituated 011 gently rolling
pine lauds, in the mi<lst of numerous clear water
lak s, fifteen mil s south of 'anforcl and even from
Orlan<lo, on t he 8. F. R . R.
A111011g its many atlra lions off~rcd to those in
earrh of a home 01· pleasure, are a r'lilro1rl station,
with tel graph aucl express ofli.!es , po,t office an1l
money onl r office, a first-class hotel (Park IIonse)
which, clnring the winter s a on, is fi.lle rl with as culturecl and desirable a class of guests as can be found
in any sectiot1 f Florida, a flourishing public school,
with Rollins College only two miles away, four
churches, Episcopal, Pr sbyterian, Methodist and
Cat1.olic.
Maitland is entirely exempt from bar-rooms and
saloons, with their t mptation and baneful infiu_
encc . She has several miles of streets and side_
walks, shaded by beautiful water-oaks; some of these
are already clay d, and others soon will be, thus af_
forrlin~ splendid opportunities for driving and bicycling.
he has communication by both rail and clay
road with Orlando and Winter Park, and very soon
will have a clay road to Altamo nte, Lo ngwood and
' nford. Water is abundant and pnre. Climate is
hne. and has to he tested, to be fof1y appreciated; the
winte7s are ve ry pleasant, while the heat of sum mer
is far 1 ss oppressive than
in tho e ·ections further
north, owing to the frequent sllowers and d lightfut gn 1f and sea breezes,
com111encit1g at early morn
aml las ti 11g tlirou rhout the
day. Cas~s of sunstroke
are unll arcl of here.

beast can he more
or less successfully
raiserl here.
The
population is cosmopolitan since it
is compose<l of persons from almost
every State in the
lTnion, and many
natioualities from
ahroacl, y et the citizens generally are
industrious andlawabiding.
Major William
Drysdale, of the
cw York Sun,
after spending
many winters here,
said of Maitland:
"While it is not a
Bearing Orange
hig town in its
commercial builrlings, yet no place of its size does
more business or has a better finaucial stanc1ing," and
while its chief aim is to he a most <lesirahlc anrl heau tifnl residence town, yet, say she, "there are some
evidences of city life in the street lamps, nightly
lighted, in the shade trees that line the streets,
in the well kept si(lewalks, in the business hous s
t hat clusler about the railroad station, and its capa_
cious town hall." Maitland is a clean town, aud can

Grove in rlaitland, November, 1897.

or two will be bearing full crops again. T he freeze ,
which was consi<lere 1 a great calamity, was a lt nd <l ·
with some advantages, among them the development
of resourc which we were ignorant of possessing.
Necessity is said to be the mother of invention,
o when the freeze came, the outlook wa s o unpromising and gloomy, that many resorted to exp riments with crop which it had been co nsidered impossible lo grow successfully, if at all in this locality;
·
succe did crown the effort
and establi hed the fact
tllat F lorida, wi th her natural resourc p roperly dev loped and u tilized, could
be made on of the most
independent and self-sustaining tate in the Union.
Le s acreag
n cessary
for diversity of crops tha n
in ot her Stat s, a so many
diffi rent crop can be rais d
on th same g round th
same year.

is

Tl! h t::althfu1 nessofthis
sectio11 wi ll compare favorably with t hat of any portion c,f the country; and
althourrh Florida is a national sa nitarium, and visited hy thousands in search
of health, y t, her death
rate, as shown by stati tics
at \Va hington, is less than
any other
tale in the
Union, wi th one exc~ption.

Many persons of influ•ence and means from other
St.ates have their winter
residenc
a nd
orange
groves here, where they
spe nd their wi nters, free
from the tum ult and bustle
of city liD , as well as the
severity of northern winters. The town i named
in honor of Capt. Wru. S.
Maitland,
. Anny.

The climate and soi l are
both well adapted to orange ·ulture, t ruck and
vegetable gardening and
fan11i11 . ome of the best
orange rrroves in the cou n ty are to be found in and
around l\Jaitlaud.
Pine a pp 1 es, tobacco,
a11c\ melon culture are all
paying industries,-in fact,
nearly everything that is
needful for man or for

View of Lake Maitland.

boast of more handsome and elegant
residences than any
other place of its
size i 11 the tate.

.Station and Street in Maitland.

While this section of the State is
not exempt from
frosts, yet the orange trees have reco,·ered mor rapi<ll y from the effects of the late
freeze , anrl are now
111 o re
promising
than in other sections further south.
Iany of the groves
have oranges in
them, and in a year

Transportation facilities
are good, . t here being six
or eight railroad s tations
(on three di.ffi re nt railroads) within ix miles of
Maitland.
There ar four business
hous s in Maitland dealing
in dry goods, groceries, hay, grain, fertilizer , and
hardware.
lso a liver and feed stable.
As a money order office it is known at the Postoffice
Department in Wa ·hington, D. C., and by a ll subo rdinate po toffices, a Lake Maitlan<l, b ut in all other
postal matters it pa ses a Maitland, which i tlie
name of the railroad station, and of th t legraph
and expre s offic . Lake Maitland i, t h na me of
the largest of several lak s withi n th town limit .
There is a clay bi ycl tra k of a half-mil a rounc.l
a beautiful lake, and bicycles can either be bought or
rented in town. Th numerous lak s abound in fine
fish, affording sport fi r those with a taste for an rling.
Fresh meat and milk a re claily delivered at y our
door, and nearly very month iu t he year vegetables
from the truck gnrd ns in the vicinity a re ~old in th
stores. If you desir wild land , imp rveod lands, rich
lands, poor lauds, orang lands, gardening or farm
lands, home sites, with or without lake fronts, we
say come! If we cannot suit you, other sections can.
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COUNTY TOWNS.

OAKLAND.

CONWAY,

about five miles southeast of Orlando, has a
store, postoffice, two churches, school house
and a score or more of handsome residence properties. The soil is good and well
adapted to oranges and vegetables.
The
nearness of a good cattle range make it a desirable place for those who wish to engage in
the cattle business in a small way as an adjunct to the business of fruit growing.
Lake Conway, lying near, is a beautiful
body of water and affords great protection from
the colder winds of the winter and for this reason offers extra inducements to those who wish
to engage in the growth of vegetables or tender fruits.

This thriving town is situated on the Florida Midland railroad, about ten miles northwest of Orlando.
The depot, a well stocked
country store, postoffice, church and school
house comprise the town. Near by are many
lovely homes and fine orange groves, the abodes
of cultured wealth and refinement.
ALT AMOrlTE,

about ten miles north from Orlando, on the S.
F. & W. Railroad, in a high pine section, is
delightfully situated for pleasant homes and
healthfulness of location.
Here may be seen many handsome residences and good orange groves. Altamonte
Springs, near here, is one of the leading attractions. The Altamonte Springs Hotel affords ample accommodations for the travelling
public and winter visitors.

ZELLWOOD

is the home of a number of very wealthy people, and here may be seen some of the finest
residences in the county. The town proper
consists of store, posto:ffice, school house and
small collection of neat cottages. Some of the
most valued orange groves in the county are
here.

LAKE HOWELL,

TANGERINE,

OOTHA

the twin sister of Gabriella, is only a short
distance to the west of the latter, and they by
their combined efforts have kept up an annual
fair for a number of years. Their exhibits are
exceptionally fine and would be a credit to any
country.

lying in the northwestern portion of the county, boasts of a good school, a good hotel and
a number of elegant homes, where people of
wealth and refinement find a winter residence a
delightful release from the rigors of northern
climate.

lies twelve miles west of Orlando, and is composed largely of thrifty and industrious Germans. It is on the Florida Midland R. R. ,
in the midst of 1 kes, and tbe land is well
adapted for citrus fruits, being surrounded by
many fine groves. There are a number c,f
neat residences, posto:ffice, church and school
!louses, and the Turner Society have a commodious hall.
Mr. Chas. Koehne is postmaster and has a general store.

BAY R.IDOE

There are besides the e po toffice at the
following points: Form<> a, Glt'n Ethel. Paola.
Buda, Christmas, Windermere, Hiwa see, psala, W ekiva, Palm prings, Clay Springs.

is in a high, rolling section and has a well furnished country store, a posto:ffice and a good
school. The soil, though light and dry, is
well adapted to orange growing, as abundantly

.........

ELIJAH HAND,~

~e0p,le Wb0 Will fl(l[1'e

F. T. SCRUGGS,

THE NEATEST
THE LATEST
THE FINEST

Glnthien I and I F1mnisben,
The most complete line of men's apparel

IN ARTISTIC MILLINERY
GOTO

in the City.

MILLINEE\Y ♦ PARLOE\S t

J. }I . .,M.00NEY,
PIANOS AND ORGANS,
Se~in.g :Ma.chines.

The be t known house for quality, trle and low pric . .
Mr. Hand's low pric on undertakmg supplies bring
him many orders from a distance.

AS FAST AS THEY COME OUT.

Orlando,

j

~

OUR FURNITURE LINE IS COMPLETE.

Florida.

W~I,

jPLUM~~NG
j·

Sale or Rent.

Undertaker and Embalmer.

LA TEST NOVELTIES ON SALE

MISS KATE HEIZER'S

OBLAND , FL.A.

FOREST CITY.

PLYMOUTH.

This village is situated on Lake Conway,
about five miles south of Orlando on the South
Florida division of the S. F. & W. Railroad,
in a beautiful section of country, where the
soil is good and well adapted to the production
of the citrus fruits, pineapples and general field
crops. Some attention is given to the cultivation of early vegetables for the northern
markets.
The village consists of a small collection of
neat homes, church and school houses, store
and posto:ffice.

t

SYLVAN LAKE,

about nineteen miles north from Orlando, on
the Orange Belt railroad, has many attractions
for the home seeker. The land is rolling pine
and orange are the chief product.

on the F. C. & P Railroad, about seventeen
miles northwest from Orlando, consists of a
fine hotel, posto:ffice, school house and comfortable homes, where reside some of our most successful orange growers. Near here are some
very fine hammock groves and some of the
oldest groves in the county.

PINE CASTLE.

~~~~

proven by the number of fine groves in the
neighborhood, The people are progressive
qnd wide-awake,

!s located on the south side of Lake Apopka,
m the western part of Orange county, eighteen
miles from Orlando. Two railroads pass
through this place, the Florida Midland and
the Orange Belt; the former couc-=cting with
the Plant System at Longwood and the latter
at Sanford. Handsome residences, neat church
and school buildings, several well kept stores
and a post-office make up the town.
The waters of the lake afford great protection against harmful frosts and tender plants,
trees and early vegetables do exceedingly well.

!
f

GAS FITTING.,:
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

We have goods and are going to ell them at very
low prices.
Come and see our goods. No trouble to show you
through, whether you wish to buy or not.

7

JOrla::___ Fla.,

See our assortment of white enamel beds, brass trimmed, and bed lounges with removabl hair mattres.<;c!I.

FLORIDA
The Lake Hancock Colony, Hancock, Polk
County, Florida, on main line
Plant System Railway.

This tract of 10,000 acre e tends from the railroad south to
Lake Hancock, one of the most beautiful lakes in J<'lorida, being
about five miles long and two miles wide-abounding in
choice t fish and the paradi e of duck hunters. On each Ide
of a grand boulevard, 130 feet wide, from the depot to I,ake
Hancock, are farms of twenty acre each, and all the balance
of the tract forty acre farms. Th . e lauds are beautifully located, being about 200 feet above the s a level and sloping
~entlv south to the lake. The soil is loamy, and will rai e any
kind of fruit, grapes, nuts, vegetable , toba<.-co 1 berri ,
well
a oranges, lemons, and other sub-tropical fruits.
cash. TOWN SITES-Lots, one acre each-no Jes - 25 ach,

·MAGNOLIA AVB .-130 feet wid , 20 acr each, $10 to $20
per acre; 40 acre tract , $5 to $10 per acre; ¼ cash, bal•ce 1 1 :z
and 3 years. Send for map and general information.

INTERN ATl~NAL HOMESTEAD CO.,
308 FrankUn St., Tampa, Fla.
Mention this journal.
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INCLUDI G the fir t and second editions of the
FLORIDA HOME FARM AND FIELD there have been
circulated gratuitously 17,000 copies. The paper has
found its way into thousands of homes North and
South. By reading it many persons have been induced to settle in Orange County and doubtless many
more will do o. There are others who would like to
keep informed coucerning this section, perhaps with
a view to coming at some future time, or simply
because there is something very fascinating about
Florida to nearly every person. The expense of getting out a large nnmber of papers of this quality is
conside.1able, therefore the publishers have determined to publish four times a year, making such
charges as will make the paper of general interest to
the family, the tourist, the prospective settler. We
shall continue to make the paper a distinctively
Florida publication-carefully edited, illustrated and
printed.
We solicit your support. The subscription price
is only 25 cents per year. Send us this amount
at once that we may book your name.
FLORID" HOME. FARM AND FIELD Co.

PINEAPPLES.
Only a few years ago the cultivation of pineapples
for profit in Florida was unknown, but within the
past decade the business has assumed considerable
proportions and now promises to become one of the
leading industries in Orange county. Especially is
this true in the vicinity of Orlando. where the finest
pineapples known to the commerce of the world are
grown.
In this locality are many fine pineries, varying in
extent from a few hundred plants to ten or twelve
acres ach. Many more are being planted this fall.
The size and quality of the fruit here produced are

7

greatly enhanced by the improved methods employed
CHAS. GREEN,
as well as the advantages of a peculiar adaptability of
soil.
To set an acre of land requires from 8,000 to
10,000 plants.
At present prices these can be furCleaning, Repairing and Pressing
nished at an average cost of five cents each. PrepaDO E O , H RT OTICI •;.
ration of land and setting out will cost about I oo per
acre. Shedding by the usual method will cost 500 ORLANDO,
Florida.
per acre. Land suitable for pineapples and well situHOUSE rIOVING AND REPAIRING.
ated for transportation can be had at 25 to 50 per
I am fully preparr<l to move houses and do any kind o,
acre. In sections more remote from transportation,
repairing
L nv order\; at Holland & Cook's Black with
the land can be bought for from 5 to $IO per acre.
~hop, Church Street.
0. S. FARRI GTO , Ocoee.
Cultivation and care of
plants on one acre for
one crop, say two years,
(eighteen months is the
usual time required to
produce a crop from the
start) need not cost more
than 200. Fertilizers and
applying same will not
cost more than $75.
On an acre thus
planted and suitably
cared for one may calculate on 8,000 apples;
worth 20 cents each,
making $1,600, and 40,000 plants worth, say at
Yz average price, 2Yz
cents each, making 1,.
ooo, or a total product of
$2,600.
•
This will leave the
pinery as an asset worth
all it cost and a net profit
over and above of $1,200
on one acre in two years
from beginning.
One
man can care for three
acres except at re-setting
and harvesting.
This
extra labor for two years
I have a large stock of a11 kinds, sizes and prices of
need not cost more than
$100 on the three a~res.
WAGONS BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR FLORIDA.
These are not improbable figures but are enEquipped a I am 110 man can undersell me. Come and examine my work or
tirely within the limit of
write for Prices.
GEO. E. MACY, Orlando, Fla.
actual results.
Respectfully,

JV\EReJ-IANT T AIL0fl.

GEO. E. ~ A C·Y ,

THE LARGEST WAGON
MANUFACTURER IN FLORIDA.

~AKE
from Actua I Surnya 6->ptle<l I')'

J O FRIES, -6ount;y Su,veyor
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MODELO PARK.
Orange County's Largest and Best Cultivated
Pinery.

This edition would not be complete without
ad scription of the above estate, which is all
its name implies.
~ituat d about three miles
north-west of rlanclo, on the F.
C.
P. Railroad, li s 180 acres
f the most fertile soil in range
county, on which i' located without doubt the largest, finest and
best cultivated covered pinery in
the tate.
Mr. C. . Van Houten, the
gentlemanly manager of the
estat , drove the repre entative of
this paper over the property, and
nable<l us to give to our readers
the following description and
illustrations:
Many years of careful cultivation have been nece sary to
give to the great markets of the
world a pineapple, which, increased in size, wonld still retain
its original flavor. This Mr.
Van Houten ha accomplished at
his justly celebrated pinery, and has minimized
the pith and core to such an extent that the
fruit when ripe can be eaten with a spoon like a
canteloupe.
The accompanying illustration shows a
section of the pinery in fruit, and will give a
better idea to our northern neighbors of a pinry than any pen picture of which we are
c3pable.
The m tl10cl of covering and planting a
piuery ha been described so often in the Florkh pr ss that we will not attempt a description
I:cre, but will in tea.cl take our reader for a walk
through tl1is pinery, perfumed by thousands
f ripenin g pines, gloriously arrayed in a yellow
FC .<1 en cuticlc,and protected by a crown of mag~ il:cLt t c. ~rk -rceu foliage. As we enter the
p iae: ry yc tt ar .... astonished at the vast number
d pbnts on every side, an<.l the owner explains
tllat the enclosure contains· almost 70,000
fruiting plants, each
of which is ending
out an off-shoot or
sucker, which is the
method of propagation.
As we walk along
the well cared for path,
on either hand pineapple in all tages of
develop m n t raise
their heads and peep
out of their countles
eyes as thouo-h they
enjoyed our astoni hment; little bright r d
buds on ome, gr n
dull-looking halfgrown fruit on oth r.,
and bright yellow,
half ripe fellows all
around.
ucl den 1y
we stop with an
j a c u 1 a tion of surprise, for there right
in front of us, rai ·el
up like a king above
his fellows, stands a
monster pin ea pp 1 e,
a Smooth Cayenne,
fully 20 inch s long
and 14 inches in diameter. Mr. Van
0

Ilouten smiles at our ecstacy, and we learn
that when ripe that pine will weigh from II to
14 lbs. We see several others equally large
as we proceed, crowned with large healthy
suckers, and on our return as we pass this
magnificent specimen, we view him without
further surprise.
The illustration below
shows three specimens taken promi cuou ly

Van Houten's pecialty.
There were however, Envilles, Charlotte Rothschilds, Golden
Queen, Abbakas, Porto Rico and Variegated
mooth Cayenn s.
It is sufficient recommendation for Mr. Van Houten's plant to say
that Mr. Hopper, of ew York, a gentleman
who spares neither time or expense, so long as
he secures the be t plants and result , has set
out thr e acre at "The Ripple , "
his beautiful winter home near
Orlando, with Smooth Cayenne
p1a11ts from Modelo Park,
Ther is a very fin orange
grove ju t coming into fruit, and
the fine t peach crop shipped
from here last season wa from
the tree on thi · e tate.
The railroad run directly
through the Park, and trains
stop to pick up pa senger and
freight. This is an advantage
in Florida,. where the country
road ar heavy with and, and
hauling lumber, fertilizer and
crops is one of the most expen. ive item in farming.
Th mode of propagation is by
sucker , lips, crowns and tools.
The thr e latter are slow to develop, and large growers usually
Porto Rico,
Golden Queen,
Charlotte Rothschild,
plaut th m in their nurseries and
from the pinery and show differerent styles of sell only sucker . This should be allowed to
fruit, and are fair specimens of the average retain its hold upon the parent plant until it
pine grown at Modelo Park. They weighed has attained a length of from 1 2 to I 4 inches;
its vitality is then a sured. It is then detached
8_½ pounds each.
The immense success of Mr. Van Houten from the old plant and transplanted.
ha caused many prospective growers to seek
We saw thou and of th e beautiful young
for suitable land upon which to rai e Florida's .suckers in all stage of development, some
finest fruit, and after many applications Mr. peeping- out from between the leaves, some
Van Houten decided to sell ections of the pushing their way towards the unlight, six or
Park.
eight inches long and others fully ready to
Five acres were quickly sold, and a cover transplant, standing boldly out b ide it plant
erected in which we saw between 35 1 000 and and making the old plant on which the fruit
was rapidly ripening look truly magnificent.
40,000 young plants, set out after Mr. Van
Houten's system and planted from Modelo Park In the packing house were two d tachments
stock.
everal other sections were laid off, the of men, one packing and nailin up crates of
erection of sheds begun, which with the busy fruit, the others busy preparing these healthy
workmen presented a prosperous appearance. young suckers for shipment.
We forgot to state that the majority of thec:.e
Mr. Van Houten is a thorough busines
plants were Smooth Cayennes, which are Mr. man, methodical as a clock, and ha a well
earned reputation; he
never promises anything he cannot fulfil,
and ha
a happy
knack of giving his
customer good value
and excellent advice
wh n entering the
busine . He is reliable; and can tell almo t at a glance what
fertilizers d i ff e r e n t
kinds of oil require to
make pineapples large
and good.
If our northern
friends who lay idle
all winter, or chop
, ood, make maple
yrup in the bitter
cold weath r with
snow, sleet and ice
storm raging on and
off for five mouths,
would step into one of
our Orlando pineries,
they could doff their
coats, , ear a straw
hat, pick and eat ripe
fruit, smell we t flowr , pend th rest of
the day on th piazza,
and they would never
hav any de ire to go
back.
Section In Plnery, Showing Smooth Cayennes, Augui;t, 1897.
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OVIEDO.
Pine Orange Groves and Gardens- Beautiful Lake
Charm.

Oviedo is a thriving town situated sixteen
miles northea t of Orlando and seventeen miles
south of S nford. It is the terminus of two
railroads, the E . F. & A. branch of the F. C.
& P., and the Sanford and Indian River branch
-0f the Plant S ys tem. .
The lands are high rolling pine an 1 hammock, and well adapted to the production of
of citrus fruits , the oranges grown h ere equalling the famous Indian Ri er fruit. On the
lower land of this ection are grown for home
market and e, port a long list of vegetables,
uch as egg plant, Irish potatoes, cauliflower,
cabbage , lettuce, celery , etc.
Oviedo is the large t town in East Orange ,
is noted for a moral nnd religioos - commtmity
and contains no barrooms. The people are industriou , respectable, and no judicial officers
are r quir d, a. all are honest, peaceable and
law-abiding.
Oviedo can jnstly boast of -::. ne of the best
graded public chools in the county , which is
taught seven months in the year. The school
building is commodious and well appointed.
The Methodists and Baptists have handsome church buildings supplied with able minister ·. The Methodist people have a fine two-story
parsonage.
we kly newspaper, the
Ovi do Gazette, ably edited
by a live young journalist,
furni hes the local happenings and current news. Several fine , well stocked stores,
a market, a post-office and a
well-equipped wagon and carriage shop complete the list
of public features.
The healthfulness of Oviedo is proverbial. The only
phy ician living in this section in ten years, supplementing his practice with a drug
busine s, was forced to clo e
out his stock and seek a field
where people would get sick
and need pills. A new physician has recently moved int:>
Oviedo for his health.
LAKE JESSUP
is a beautiful sheet of water atout two miles
wide by several miles long, and affords an
abundant supply of perch, bream and bass to
rew.ard the toil of the angler. The hammocks

Street in Oviedo .

and low lands adj acent to Lak e J essup and the
St. Johns River affo:-d pl enty of gam e suc h as
deer , bear, turkey, squirrels, quail, snipe and
ducks, to amuse and rew ar rl. the sportsma n.
BE UT IF L LAKE CHA R M
a small but lovely g em in a most beautiful set-

Bearing Orange Grove Lake Charm- Oviedo-November, 1897.

ting and situated one mile east of Oviedo, has
won the admiration and praise of every beholder. Here are to be found a score of neat
cottages, among which may be mentioned the
winter homes of Dr. Henry Foster, founder of

View of Lake Charm.

the famous Clifton Spring s a nitarium of lifton Spring ,
ew York ; Simeon Farwell,
brother of ex -S enator Farwell of Illinoi , as ·
well as the homes of everal other prominent
men. Mr. T. L. Meade ha here his green- ·
h ouses ~ncl his collection of w~derful orchids ,
and trange plants embracing
much of the rare flora of the
world.
Lake Charm is encircled
by a cement walk just one
mile long, where the cyclist
can wheel in the shade of the
oaks, magnolias and palms
to his heart's content, while
waiting for the fish to bite.
Dr. Fo ter has built here
a neat chapel and parsonage
for the good of the community and regular church services are held here through
the winter season:
Mrs.
Prenti s, -of Ithaca, . ew
York, has also here a good
and well ordered hotel that
she will open in December
for the accommodation of
tourists or winter visitors. A
trip to Florida is not complete until you have seen
this section.
Mr. J. M. Jones and Mr. J. B. Polhill are
the prominent merchants of Oviedo, are public
spirited men and wide-awake to the interests of
the new-comer. The Argo House, kept by
the genial host, Capt. J. rgo, entertains the
wayfarer in hospitable style.
During the early part of
ovember, representative of this paper , through the courtesy
of County Commissioner J. H. Lee, a resident
of Lake Charm, were conducted to several of
the surrounding groves and saw the most atisfying evidence of the superiority of this section for orange gr9wing. Though early in the
season, all the trees are loaded with highly
colored oranges of standard size, thin skin and
the finest flavor. It was almost beyond beli~f
(so quickly have the groves of this n ighbo~hood recovered from the recent freeze) that
6,000 coxes of oranges will be shipped this
season
FOR SALE.
Valuable Orange Property, situated near
Oviedo, and on railroad.
Grove on hammock land containing about 5,500 tree , about
2 ,ooo in good condition.
For information
addres ·,
GEO. R. ALE
DER,
Oviedo, Orange Co., Fla.
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WINTER PARK-ROLLINS : COLLEGE.
A Favorite Wint~r R,,esort.

, 0ne cl them t desirable -little cities of the
,State, 5ituated among the pines and lakes of
the high lands of South Florida, within five
.miles of .the city of Orlando and connected
with it by two railroads and two smoothly
paved avenues for driving and bicycling.
The cleanest and neatest town in the State,
with splendid surroundings, and comparatively
free from insects, being fanned almost continually by the breezes from the Atlantic or
Gulf. Numerous lakes afford good boating
and fishing. Twenty r,1iles of smooth paved
roads have been built in and around Winter
Park during the last year.
Regarding the healthfulness of the place,
the following letter from an eminent physician
of twelve years' practice in and about Winter
Park speaks·for itself.
PRES. G. M. WARD, ROLLINS COLLEGE, FLA
MY DEAR PRES. :-Co: cerning the healthfulness

of your College, l wish to make a statement of facts
that have come under my observation as college
physician during the last ttn years.
rst, '£here has been no death, no contagious disease, no malaria that originated here, nor a case of
protracted illness of any kind during this time in the
college.
2d, The student can spend nineteen-twentieths
of the time for recreation out of doors in the fresh
air and su1tsl1ine.
3d, The water is absolutely pure.
4th, The grounds are a complete watershed and
the drainage is perfect.
5th, Rheumatism, dyspepsia and diseases of the
air passages are greatly benefitte<l by a stay of one or
two winters here.
Altogether this is the healthiest place I know,
and particularly suited for many who would be unable
to pursue their studies in a cold climate. Yours very
truly,
.M. A. HENKEL, M. D.,
(University, Penn.)
Oct. rst, 1896.
SOCIETY.

A refined and cultivated people from thirty
States. Three church edifices, well supported.
Public library and reading room, ladies' literary club, horticultural society; temperance,
missionary and young people's societies. Free-

Pinehurst Cottage
Dining Hall

dom from saloons and similar
evil influences.
The Faculty and
students of the
College regularly entertain the
public by concerts, receptions
and 1 e ct u re s,
which are accessible to all, creating a spirit of
cordi a 1i t y a n d
friendship.
OPPORTUNITIES.

The soil and
climate, with
brains, labor and
some capital,prod uce sure money
Public
returns in veg eta ble gardening,
pineapples, camphor groves, tobacco, sugar
cane, field crops, cattle and swine, lumber,
hotels and boarding houses. Busines is facilitated by daily mails, telegraph, telephone, express, street lights, and miles
splendid
paved roads.
For information write HENRY S. CHUBB,
Agent Estate Francis B. Knowles.

School Building, Winter Park.

elective work is offered by the College in Economics, Law, Philosophy, Bible Study, Greek,
Latin, French, Spanish, German, Engli h, History, the Biological and Physical Sciences, and
Pure and Applied Mathematics. Upon the
satisfactory completion of four years' work the
degree of Bachelor of Arts is granted.
The Preparatory School offers a five years'
ROLLINS COLLEGE.
course, which prepares the student for entrance
Rollins College stands for -yvhat is best in to Rollins or other colleges. In the Preparamodern education.
o college of its size has tory School the student may substitute the·
so many well-known educators in its faculty.
Modern Languages or the atural ciences in
Its professors came from Johns Hopkins, Dart- the place of Latin and Greek. The Rollins.
mouth, Harvard, Cornell, Vassar, Wellesley,
ormal School has trained instructors, graduSmith, Oberlin, Pennsylvania State College, ates of the Potsdam (N. Y.) and Albany (N.
Potsdam and Albany Normal Colleges, Got- Y.) Normal Colleges. The work is made as.
tingen (Germany) and The Sorbonne (France). practical as possible and fits the student to
With the inauguration, a year ago, of Rev.
teach in the public schools. In connection with
Geo. M. Ward as president, the college entered the
ormal School there is a Practice and
upon a new em.. The curriculum was broad- Model School, where pupils too young for the
ened and extended; the elective system was in- Preparatory School may be received, and where
troduced and the institution became strictly they will receive ideal instruction under the
non-sectarian. At present a wide range of supervision of an expert normal critic.
·
The Schools of
MusicandArt
and the Business
School are fully
equipped and the
i n s t r u c t i o n is ·
given by trained
specialists. T h e
chool of Music
offers instruction
in Piano, Harmony and Voice Culture; the School
of Art, in Color,
Pen andlnk, Charcoal and Drawing;
the Business
chool, in Shorthand, Typewriting, Telegraphy,
Commercial Law,
Penmanship, etc.
In connection
with the various
schools are Literary Societies, a
Choral Club, a
Sketch Club, a library of 3, ooo
well-selected volumes and reading
room.
The Lyman
G y m n as i u m is
completely equipped w i t h e v e r y
modern appliance
and Physical Cul. ture is taught by
t w o instructors,
Lyme n Oymnaslum,
Knowles Hall

ot

Lakeside Cottage

Ladies Dormitory

..,
FLO!R!IlI»A HO
, on-effurt. .t he young men and one for the young
·:women.
'Rollins College is situated on a hill overi rookin,g Lake Virginia. There are si large,
,wellffurnished buildings. The dormitories are
, constructed on the '' cottage system,'' and Rol; lins, afliers ,from other Florida Colleges in that
1..<tv.ery~student has a room to himself.
'The food is wholesome, well cooked and
lliberally s~pplied. The price of board and tu·ition is,placed so low that the fees of students
·pay ·l~s than one-third of the running ex:penses, of the institution.
· r.Forffurther information or for catalogues
:address
'
.R~v.rG1w. M. WARD, PRESIDE T,
Winter Park, Fla.

TOBACCO.
·mtte Cfireat Money Crop for Florida.
,(hie .<ilf lthe beneficial results of the freeze
that . o .mernilessly cut off the money crop of
.orang~, ,which for years had been our only
tdepe.lil.dence, ,was the compul ory search for
ome other ,money making crop that would
:Speedily «-eyla~erthat which, for the time, was
lost.
The •success of previous experimenting.
added to the :.scarcity of the finer grades of toibaeco, in c eguence of the Cuban war, sugg,es.ted it as ,one .of the most available and
profttable for thi emergency.
~hopes w~e well founded, for
the past .two years have thor.oo.ghly demonstraited that Florida possesse-s every condition of
soi[ and .climate -essential to the
production of that ,degree of perfectness so much ~ought after by
the oonnoisseur in high grade
leaf. hich until r-ecently Cuba
.claimed as aU her own~wonderful has been the increase in acreage in so short a time and the
work goes merrily on. ''The
Florida Tobacco Leaf .a paper
devoted to the interests of tobacco
culture, after careful canvass
gives 6 000 acres as the amount
now planted in the State, the list
being incomplete.
We append a few i terns to
show what is being done :

E, FARM AND FIELD.

\W1LL TRY IT ON LAKE lBUTLE!R.

.AJK.entucky gentleman, Mr. Miller, who
'S}i)ends .his winters in Orla1: do, instead of re'd:1.'.llrning tto Kentucky last spring went t<• Polk
,county, altld he and his son planted seven acres
iin tob>aeco near Bartow. Their net returns were
$[,400., j;ust:$200 per acre.
The-se gentlemen are convinced that they
eam 1do as well in Orange as Polk, so they have
concl1t11ded to make a tobacco farm on Lake
Butler where the land is, they think, particularly adapted to tobacco, as it is fertile and has
a yellow subsoil, which is only suggestive of
the gold it will yield in tobacco.-Orlando
Daily Reporter.
There is yet no reliable estimate of Florida's tobacco crop but it is very fine and will
be worth many hundreds of thousands of dollars to the State. Few people realize the enormous output of the tobacco product of Florida.
In the last three years 500,000,000 cigars have
been manufactured in the State and valued at
more than $25,000,000. It is estimated that
the tobacco industry this year will involve a
capital of $10,000,000.
Tobacco is bringing more people and more
capital to Florida than anything that has come
to the front lately. Every South Florida exchange records the arrival of men who intend
to embark in the culture of the weed. They
are provided with the capital and equipped
with the experience necrnsary to make it a sue-

4 ''

1

FRED C. THOMAS,
(Orlando Plnerles,)

Special attention given to orders for
NORTHBRN CONSBRVATORIES AND THBATRB FOYERS.

Address, Box 394, ORLANDO, FLA.

R. N. ME EFEE.

MENEFEE & PflLMER

•
the City .
Best Rigs 1n
OBL.8-NDO, FL.8-.

C. B. Tl-{OR.NTON,

Best ~ork.: in. the City.

Fancy Peaches and Pineapples,

North side of Church Street, adjoining Holland & Cook's Shop,
Orlando, Fla.

Beyond que~tion there is more profit in
growing tobacco in South Florida just now
than in mining gold in Alaska. This fact was
well known over a half century ago, when tobacco was worth less and there were no restrictions against importing it from Cuba. As
early as that date, Col. Broadnax, of Clark
county, Ala., a wealthy cotton planter, made
frequent vi its to Cuba to learn the method of
growing, curing and ·manufacturing it. The
result was that he abandoned cotton for tobacco and kept it up until after the civil war and
found it profitable at a mere fraction of the
price paid for it to-day. It is destined to redeem the farmer from his servitude and give a
prosperity to the country never before realized.
- Jacksonville Metropolis.
A tobacco grower in this section has sold
his tobacco to a Tampa cigar factory for eighty
cents per pound. The expert of the purchasing
firm pronounced it as fine as had come into
that market.-Orlando Daily Reporter.
Florida demonstrated to the National Tobacco Growers' Convention that she can
the finer grades of cigar tobacco, enough to
supply the world, and of a quality equal to the Cuban leaves.
Florida has the climate and soil.
The skill and genius of Americans have enabled them to produce the highest grade of oranges
and pineapples in the world; so
will-American skill yet produce
the finest cigar tobacco. Already Florida produces tobacco
which command
2 a pound in
the various markets. Two to
three crops of tobacco are grown
annually on the same patch. In
a few years the world will be independent of Cuba for cigar tobacco, for Florida will not only
supply the home market, but
will also be in a position to supply the world. -Chicago Times-Herald.

grow

JEROME PALMER.

A. Hanson's Shoe Shop.
Boots and Shoes Made to Order. All
R.epairing Neatly Done.

cess. Tho&e who have had much experience
with the article say that tobacco differs from
the orange and phosphate enterprises in that
the outlay is small and the returns immediate_
It requires neither a large amount of capital
nor years of waiting.-Journal.

Residence on Lake Lucerne, Orlando.

~~w~~r_ OI Pm~~~~,:~n!\I!l!I~!P!~~~ u~ml ~m ~N~ f[m ~rn~lrn.
and Cycads, Conifers,
Cacti, Ferns and Selagin•
ellas, Orchids, Tillandsias and Succulents,
Citrus Trees, Hardy
Fruit Trees, and all Tropical and Semi-Tropical Plants.

11

North End Orange Avenue.
OR.LANDO, FLA.

rn,m~mt}!t~~~ ~!~~~~t w~~ML
Washes and rins s thoroughly the coarse t a11d fine 1:
article , without a particle of rubbiug, or injury to clothing .
A quilt or horse blank tis a easily wa bed a a towel or handkerchief, and with as little labor. A child can wash with the
"Yukon" succe sfully.
The aving of clothing from wear and tear by not being
rubbed to d ath, will pay for the "Yukon" washer several times
a year, to say nothing of time and labor aved.
The Board of Trade of Orlando, Fla., at its meeting ov.
22, 1897, endor ed the "Yukon" washer by unanimously adopting the following resolution, to-wit :
"Whereas , many well-known and reSJ?0n ible Rersons
livin~ in the city of Orlando have, after due tnal of the Yukon~
waslun~ machine, manufactured by R . /· Gillham, of tbi
city, giving testimonial as to the value o the same, therefore
be it re olvcd, that the Board of Trade does hereby endorse ancl
1·ecommend the use of said machine. L. J. Dollin , Sec."

The "Yukon" Clothes Washer is sold entirely on
its merits. Satisfaction is guaranteed,
before paying for the Washer.

AGEN"'".L'S ~ ANTED
in every county in the United tates, to make and sell the
"Yukon" wa her. Term on application. Addres ,

R. J. GILLHAM, Patentee and Owner,
Orlando, Fla.
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APOPKA.

APOPKA

THE ORANGE Co

The Metropolis of West Orange.

The prospector who turns
his attention to new fields for
the establishment of a home, always has two objects in viewa healthful. location and a section o:fferi,ng favorable conditions for making money. These
are the prime requisites for a
ccmfortable living. Both these
essentials are happily combined
in the Apopka di trict. Commentator on Florida all agree
that Apopka is one of the most
healthful locations in the State,
and have always given it special
mention in their publications.
It may be that Dr. Ma on, the
pioneer of Apopka, was attracted to thi pot by one of these
publications. At all events, he
was in search of health; and his
long continued residence here
attested the wisdom of his
choice. His settlement was the
nucleus of the town, which for
twenty years or more was
known as ''The Lodge,'' from
the fact that a Masonic Lodge
was early established here. The
entire district within a radius of
ten miles or so, was at that time
known as Apopka, and finally
the name was given to the towu
proper.
Apopka is centrally located
in West Orange and is the third
largest town in the county. It
is thirteen miles from Orlando,
the county seat, and twentytwo miles from Sanford, which town is situated
at the head of navigation on the St. Johns
River. The town site, which is an extensive
plateau, is 45 feet higher than Orlando, and has
perfect natural drainage. The land is gently
undulating, and lakes dot the landscape in every
direction, affording picturesque locations for
buildings, besides being of great practical
value in furnishing a water supply for irrigation
purposes.
The religious and educational needs of the
community are well supplied. The Methodist,
Baptist and Presbyterian churches have regular services. The new High School building
would do great credit to a town of much larger
proportions. A most excellent school is conducted seven months of the year, and the able
principal and his two assistants pursue the
modern system of instruction and are making
the Apopka school noted in the county.
The citizens are industrious and law-abidBut one arrest has been made within
ing.
the past year and that was for a minor offense.
The colored population have their place and
keep it, and the best of good feeling prevails
between the employer and the employed.
The F. C. & P. and the Midland Railroads
furnish Apopka with excellent transportation
facilities. One weekly newspaper, the Orange
County Citizen, is constantly increasing its
circulation.
This is the home of the orange, and the
groves in and about Apopka are noted, always
were before the disastrous freeze of 1894-95,
and are regarded now, as the most flourishing
in this section, due without doubt to the great
water protection of so large a lake as Apopka,
celebrated throughout the State. It is remarkable that in just three years since our orange
groves were frozen down, so quickly have they
recuperated that from 3,000 to 4,000 boxes
will be shipped from the Lake Apopka district

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
TY CITIZEN

The only new paper publi hed in the large and populous
section of We t Orange. Subscript.ion, 1 per annum. L. D.
Geiger, edit r and proprietor.

IRq

F LORID

WOOD

D

WORKS.

'lanufacturers of saw mills,.
and dealers in ail kind of new
and second hand machinery. J ..
W. Emerson, Manager.
1

GE ER L MER HA DISE.

J. J. Comb

& Co.
T. C.Darby.
H. H. Witherington.
W. C. Cannon.
DRY GOOD.

Chas. Marks.
W. A. Lovell.
Mrs. C. B. · Lin.
HAY, GR I

Berry

D LIVERY.

Boone.
MILLI ERY.

Mrs. N. L. Courtn y.
REAL EST TE
D INEV TMENT,
SEC RITIES

Frank H. Davis.
J STICE OF THE
W. T. Berry

PE CE.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGltO

L. F .- Henley.
CITY DR G STORE.

Berry & Boone, Proprietors.
APOPKA HOU E.

Mrs. W. K. Wiliford, Prop.
I SUR NCE.

Berry & Boone.
NOTARIES PUBLIC.
Public School Building

J. J. Combs,

J. J. Combs & Co.'s Store.

Frank H. Davis.
SHEPHERD HO SE.

the present season, the crop previous to the
freeze having been 40,000 to 50,000 boxes. All
groves that are receiving attention are in fine
condition and will yield abundant crops in the
near future.
The Norwell grove is a picture
to look upon-100 acres of orange trees, a large
portion of them of immense size, probably having at this time a greater bearing surface than
they bad previous to the freeze This property is in the highest state of cultivation and kept
as clean as a garden, and stands as the proof
The prospector should
of what can be done.
see the e groves, and the opinion will be forced
upon him that here all conditions combine for
the succe sful culture of the semi-tropical
fruits.
This is a most inviting field for home-seekers. Most excellent bargains can be secured,
and the buyer can rest secure in the feeling
that his venture will be crowned with uccess.
The lands about Apopka are diversified to suit
the requirements of all plant growth. The
pine land, which is of fair quality, predominates, but large bodies of rich hammock land
lie adjacent to the town which are suitable
for the cultivation of all the products of the
farm.
The tourist and pleasure seeker will find a
pleasant field for recreation about Apopka.
Clay Springs and Rock Springs, two miles distant, are noted resorts for all the people of Orange county. Their boiling sulphur springs
are a marvel to all visitors . . Lake Apopka,
three and a half miles to the southwest, the
second largest lake in the State, is also a point
of interest.
Dream Lake, three-quarter of a
mile from the postoffice, is the popular resort
of the townspeople. Many of these points are
connected with the town by bicycle paths.
Boating, bathing, hunting and fishirtg may be
indulged in by the disciples of the rod and
gun.

Mrs. F. R. Shepherd, Proprietress.
GROVES PERINTE DE T.

H. K. Fuller.
BARBER SHOP.

Mack Smith, Proprietor.

H. K. FULLER,

ORANGE GROVE
Cori. tra.ctor,
Apopka1

Florida.

Wilt set you a new orange grove or renorate yow
old one in the be t JJOS ible mann r. Hi twentyseven year ' experience in orange culture eminently fit him fm· this clas of bu ine ·.

E · ry

modern facility and applwnc for fir t clas grove
work.

G-roves cultivated under contract by the

year and a,ti ifaction guaranteed.

eral valu-

able orange grove proper tie for ale.

Correspondence Solicited.
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and some of the old ones. It was thought
that this would prove such a blow to the industry that planting new grove would be discontinued. However. this was not the case, but
on the contrary, it rather added an _impetus and
more extensive grove planting was undertaken.
Many were led to believe, upon eeing the
trees pass through such a degree of frost, that
there was but little risk of ever losi1w the tree
from cold. So they xtended their pla11ting,
and by high culture and fertil izatiou, hastened
their groves into be1.riug. The crop of 1885-6
wus about nine hundred thousand boxes. That
of 1886-7 nearly thirteen hundred thousand
boxes.
These :figures show that 110 material damage
was done to bearing trees by the freeze of January, 1886, there befog an increa e in yield of
some 50 per cent.
As said before, the cold wave did not cool
the enthusiasm. The crop was briuo-ing large
sums of money into the State. The winter
tourist travel also was increased, because of
the orauge groves, as they ever afford interest
to new comers. All lines of bu iness dependent upon or even very remotely connected
with the orange business, were in a flourishing
condition. Even the great financial depres. ion
that was upon the country in 1893-4 weighed
but lightly upon Florida. It is true as pro-

of February, 1895, Florida certainly did present a complete picture of de olation.
ot
A Few Facts in Regard to It.
only the loss of a crop for one y ar but for
years. If again Florida was to beco~ the faFrom Farm rand Fruit Grower.
mous and pro perous orange producer sh had
Florida obtained in the past a wodd-wide
been, r investment of both time and money
reputation for it equitable climate and fine
1:11ust b made. Dazed by th great and unfruit , particularly the orange. In fact it is
parallelled di a ter, the oran e growers f lt the
generally conceded that the Florida orange, in
pangs of hopel ·s d pair.
its perfection, stnnd without a rival. This
Tradually it dawned up. n many that the
fruit ha. been grown upon the peninsula ever
roots of the tree had life and they
t al,uut
since the Spanish occupation; but never attainthe wurk of re ·u. citation, o that to-dav, not
ed any commercial importance until within the
yet three y ar: ·ince our groves were ·cu.t to
la t quarter of a century.
!he ground, many trees are fruiting, and there
From the best data obtainable it is very
1s every pro ·pe t that by the year 1 98 tl1.e orprobable that not more than one hundred
ange crop of Florida will be of corumcrcinl imthou and boxes were produced annually up to
porta11ce. In fact, the rop of this ye>ar i · nut
1874. Few, indeed, had up to this time plantle s than 150,0 o bo Tes. Tree all over the
ed gr v s for commercial purposes. Yet about
old_ orange bearing districts ar producing ome
many of the old country homes small groves of
£nut. No doubt the yield for 1 98 will be
fine old seedling trees were growing, which had
very _much increa · d ov r this year's crop,
been planted in ante-bellum days to supply the
:eachmg- probably 500,000 boxes. This rapid
familie with fruit. After the ''unpleasantmer ase of production i. likely to continue un•
ne , '' the e trees of luxury became trees of
til three to four million boxes annually will be
greate t utility. 'rhe health seeker and winter
produced.
fterwarcl a slow increa e, takiug
vi itor, drawn here by the mild climate, were
many ye~rs to reach the estimated crop of
loud in the prai e of this delicious fruit and
1894-5, viz., 6,
, oo bo.xe . The1.e conclurapidly spread a knowledge of its good qualisions are based upon tbe h lief that not more
ties throughout the land. Thus it was largely
than half of the uld orang-e grm~es are beiug
introduced to notice and a demand far in exresuscitated. TvY uty per c nt of the old area
cess of the supply soon sprang inwill cover the groves partially
to exi tence. Prices ruled high;
cultivated and new groves plantfive to eight dollars being no uned. So not more than 70 per
com1;non price. In 1871 the writcent of the old orau ge grove area
er remembers seeing a crop sold
will b in bearing, say within the
from 85 old trees netting $1,600.
n t ten y ars; or in other
These oranges were not clipped,
w rd· it i · more than probable a
assorted, sized or wrapped, but
production of 4,000,000 boxes
were pulled from the tree and
annually will not be reached beput into rough boxes of about the
fore 1907. During the intervenize of the present box.
ing- years, upply will undouht•
There was money in growing
edl , be b 1 w d mand, so that
oranges in those days.
o wonr mnnerative prices can be.relied
der a de ire to become a grm·e
upon. Thi , taken in connecowner was wide-spread. As facts
tio11 with the better knowledge of
and :fiction became wide-spr ad,
ultivating and fertilizing a
gradually the tide of immigration
g-rm· , and selection ~f fruit, cerswelled to large proportions.
tainl lo ks to greater profits in
Land,
suitable and un nitthe future than were ever realized
able for orange culture, was either
in tl e rast. M. s. MOREMA .
home~teaded or purchased, and
[This i the most clear and
grove planted. Points, near and
conci e . tatement we have een
Orange Tree In Fruit, In Orlando, Photographed August 26, 1897.
remote, were selected; so that all
on thi subject.]
over the peninsula the wilderness was rapidly duction increased-for in the nineties, the
- --+. ~ · -- - number of boxes of fruit had reached millions
tran formed into beautiful orange groves.
AYS Editor fcClure, of the Phi1ade1phia
The years 1884- 5 the crop had reached -prices declined. It is also true that growers Times: ( (A form of thirty acres, properly loabout five hundred thousand boxes. With this had learned to produce and harvc ·t upou much cated in Florida, is qual to one of sixty acr s
product in sight, the prospect of a very large cheaper lines; so even at the lower pri es there
orth, in its pr ducing capacity. And no part
and rapid increase induced the building of rail- was an encouraging profit in the industry to of the farm or labor is nece · ary to ust· i11 the
road lines, and attracted the attention of fruit the man of business. From r 870 up to r 895 family or stock in non -pn ,ductive seasons, as
certainly was a period of most wonderful theP are no noa-produci11g pe::riod from Janmen from all parts of the country.
In January of 1886, a cold wave swept the growth and development.
uary to January.'' Orange co11nty i the place
The fatal freeze came. After the cold wave to locate that farm.
State, killing many of the young orange trees

ONWARD HOUSE
BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK.

RATES, $1.00 PER DAY.
One Block East of the S. F. & W. R. R. Depot, on outh Side of Cliurcli Street,

ORLANDO~ 1:1""'LORID.A.

W. H. HOWELL, Proprietor.

SPEIR & BOONE,
DEALERSlN

THE LAKE VIEW

Ilemrnalt Nunsenx ~Htnck,
Peaches, Pears,
Mulberries, Figs 1
Persimmons, Lemons,
Oranges, Grape Fruit, Kumkwats,
Roses, Ornamental Trees,
and Shrubbery of all kinds.
ADDRESS,

MRS. S. E. SH fl W, Propri~fress.
ORLANDO~ FLA.

Board by the Day or the Week,
REA 0

BLE.

OR.LJINDO, FLA.
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ORLANDO.
Th~ MetrQpolis of the: County.

Orlando, the principal town and seat vf
government of Orange county, with a population of over 3,000, consisting mostly of white
persous, is situated near the middle of the
county and about one hundred and -twenty-five
miles south of Jacksonville, on the S. F. & W.
and the F. C. & P. railroads. This is a model,
progressive town, built and_ conducted upon
modern lines, whose people are fully alive to
the demands and opportunities of the times.
They are strictly cosmopolitan, and made up
for the greater part of educated and refined
people of the higher walks of life. The neatness and elegance of the private homes, as
well as the well kept streets tell of a high order of citizenship. The finely equipped and
well stocked stores, equalling those of cities of
20,000 inhabitants, bespeak the refinement and
taste of the people and the character of the
business done.
EDUCATION.

The public schools of Orlando are of the
best in the State, and show an enrollment of
about 500 pupils between six and twenty-one
years of age. Both white and colored pupils
are well provided for with commodious and
comfortable quarters, with all modern appliances.

Groceries, twenty-three; dry goods, five;
hardware, tinware, etc., four; baking and confections, four; notions, millinery, two; curios,
one; books and stationery, two; drugs, three;
jewelry, three; m_usic houses, two; two photographic studios, one white, the other colored,
and several landscape artists. C. E. Howard's
studio is the finest in South Florida, and is
patronized by cultivated people from all the
surrounding places. He does superior landscape work and is the illustrator of this pltblication. Shoes, two, undertaking, two; livery
stables, two.
SHOPS, ETC.

Wagon and blacksmith, four; harness, one;
plumbing1 three.
FACTORIES AND MILLS.

Ice, gas, cigar, novelty works, fertilizer,
foundry.
NEWSPAPERS.

One daily, one tri-weekly, and four weekly
papers and four job printing offices.
The
leading paper is the Orange County Reporter,
issued daily and weekly. It is devoted to the
interests of the county and State, and gives
correct information thereto that will interest
intending settlers
Terms, weekly $I, and
daily $5 per year. Sample copies free.
STREETS.

Our streets are well laid out, paved with
clay, and afford over ten miles of fine cycling

RELIGION.

There are ten neat and
substantial church buildings
in which regular worship
is had. Six of these are
for white and four for colored congregations. Methodists, Baptists, Presbyter
i ans, Congregationalists,
Episc palians and Catholics
are well represented. The
pastorates a1 e filled by able
miuisters who preach to
large and appreciative congr gations.
HOTELS.

The town bas s ix good
hotels aud seven boarding
houses, fonr of them represented in this publication.
STORES. ETC.

The following are some
of Orlando's business e:;~abisbments:

rlain Street, Orlando. Looking- South.

or driving among the beautiful lakes and
groves. In addition to the streets of the city,
there are fifteen miles of clayed roads leading
out of the city to the adjoining towns, through
some of the finest lake scenery to be found in
the State.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Our court house, costing about $70,000, is
one of the be tin the State. T·he churches are
models of elegance and comfort.
The public
school buildings are as good as in the State.
The armory hall, where the Shine Guards
have their headquarter , is large and well fitted for the needs of our citizen soldiers.
The
depots of the two roads pa sing through the
city are splendid tructures, and indi9ate the
estimate the railroad people have placed upon
Orlando as a factor in their well-being.
N MEROUS LAKES.

From the top of the court house may be
seen thirteeu lakes, eleven of which are within the city or touch its corporate limits. These
are clear and deep and the water is fresh and
sweet.
WATER.

Orlando is supplied with water for domestic
purposes and fire protection from Highland
Lake, a beautiful sheet of water at the northern
edge of the city, and the head of the great lake
system flowing easterly. The lake is a natural
reservoir, being fifty feet deep and is fed by
never failing springs. The
dryest season does not diminish its capacity. The
system of works by which
it is made available is equal
to those of large cities. The
water itself is of marvelous
purity. Indeed it is the
greatest of all the many
blessing enjoy d by our
p,-=op1e. It i clear a crystal and oft as rain water.
'While no m dicinal virtues
are claimed, its purity and
-;vonct erful solven r· properties render it almost a specifi . : for nnny dis -~ se~. ,1t
ltast as a preventive. A
chemist dtcr anlaYsi .. sa ,·s:
"I am cnnvi11c d that in ·al,s 1lute purity an<l lreec!om
from all injurious or co11taminating -mbstances, the
Orlando water is not surpassed in the known world.''

./'.

E;.ST A BLIS

~~,_,._,..Lo'a~.,._,-...-,,.~~..-.t-.-

E;.D 1886,

The Orange Pharmacy,

CURTIS & O'NEAL,
INSURANCE, LOANS, RENTALSt
Boolk and

J. H. SMITH, M. D.

Pure Drugs, Perfume , Toilet Articles Etc.
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,.-._ __ Refer To Any Bank In Orlando.

Church Street,

,

#

#

Near Depot,

ORLANDO, FLA.
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HOW ARE YOUR EYES?
If Troubling You, Consult

J. W. TALBOTI,

....

-ALL KINDS O F -

FER.T I L IZER.S ~ ETC-~

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
ftINE WA111GH ~SF>AI~ING A SF>EGIA!JJllY •
EXAMINATIONS AND ADVICE FREE.

ORLANDO,FLA..
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· · ELKOt

THE ELKO

INSIDE WHITE,

JET BLACK, BUFF.
ORIE TAL DRAB,

Mining, Milling

JLVER GR Y, FLESH,

RANDOLPH, N. Y.

MO MOUTH YELLOW,
ROD,

JERSEY CREAM.
ALMO , SAGE GREEN,
TERRA COTT A,
HOLLA D GREEN,

PAINTS.

Manufacturing Co.

PEARL GRAY, SLATE,
AZURE BLUE,
GOLDE

ROOF AND BRIDGE

~

Manufacturers of and Dealers in the

(oQMEINA TIOI2 ·
(oQLO.RS.

BARN AND FENCE

Ff\MOUS

PAINT.

PEA GREE , LIGHT RED,
IT ALIA

ELKO PRODUCTS.

OLIVE,

D RK RED, CHOCOL TE,
GOLDE OLIVE,
RANDOLPH DRAB,
SCOTCH GRAY,OLD GOLD.

03 om bin ation

Lead and Zin0.

The Elko ~aint Store,

qq1q1~w~w
~~~~1e.~e.~

~1m~1m~f@21mif@21m~1m

d ~!d id d

ELKO

. ELKO

LIQUI
WOOD

\TVOOD

FILLERS.

FILLERS.
q~i~r@i~~~
~~~Jt~~~(s))!e_~

mam■rt®

,.

ELKO OCHRE_;
"-PRIMER and FILLb~.
~lko Ground Rough Stuff.
Elko t 1 Color.
Elko Priming or G1·ound
For Vermilion.
Elko Priming or
Ground for Green.
ELKO GLOSS,
::_
"--CARRIAGE PAINTS.
Ri h Gr en,
Vermilion,
Jet Black,
Carmine,
L mon Yellow,
Enam 1 White.
A.ll of th e above P e:rf ect Enamel for
Ge:ne:ral Work.

-.

OBL.A.NDO,

FLOB:C:D.A..

Our Specialties:
The Elko Polar White for Outsidet
The Elko Polar White for lnsidet
The Elko Standard Greens,
The Elko Water Proof Brick Paintst
The Elko Cement Floor Paintst
The Elko Black Board Paint.
Send for Color Card Showing a Complet Lin of
Beautiful Tints in the

Best Mixed Paint nn the Manket.
Correspondence Solicited. Wanted, Deal r
Painters to try it. Write for Color
Card and Prices.

and

THE ELKO
PAINT STOREt
Headquarters in Florida for the

ELKO PRODUCTS,
I

CL DI G'I'HE

Be t Mi ed Paints For This Climate.
A Complete Line of

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES.
Contractors For

HO

E AND IGN PAINTING
A.ND DECORATING.
PAPER HANGI G
OUR SPECI L TY.

The ELKO Paint Store,
J. B. FI LEY, Prop.
Cor. Main and Pine,
ORLANDO, FLA,

FLORIDA HOME. FARM AND FIELD.
A COMMON ER.R.OR..

H. A. Hempel's Re.siuth~...:. and Grove at Gotha.
H. A. Hempel, inventor of
the popular printers' quoin,
has a beautiful place at
Golha. He was the founder
of Gotha and has larae in tere ts there. His house of
fifteen rooms stand on an
elevation overlooking beau tiful lakes and is surrouuclccl
by a promi ing orange grove
of ten acres. He also owns
v..,~i..- another grove of ten acres;
a ., five acre corner lot in
Ocoee, a few miles distant,
and some 300 acres of unimproved land lying on both
sides of the Florida Midland
Railroad adjoining Gotha.
Few places in the United
States are more picturesque,
or offer prettier sites for
homes than this. Gotha is
the center of a thriving
German settlement.
Desiring to extend his
manufacturing operations,
Mr. Hempel will sell a portion of his extensive holdings at very low :figures for
ready cash.

:Many people who have not visited South
Florida tliink, becau, e the elevation above
the sea level is generally less than one hundred and twenty feet, that it is swampy and
malarious. Here they make a grave mistake.
The soil is sandy and porous, and of sufficient
elevation to drain readily. Water does not
remain long on the grouud but sinks away and
the continual breeze dries up all truce of the
remaining moisture. Thus it may be seen
there would be no stagnation .
The green scum so often found on ponds
and sluggish treams in some parts of the
North is unknown here. The water in our
sand bottom lakes is sweet and pure and when
cool is good for drinking. The early settlers
in many cases obtained their water for domestic purposes from "springs" dug near the
margins of the lakes. These held only a few
gallons and were kf•pt dipped out so that the
water was always pure and sweet.
Fevers so common in some countries from
the use of impure water was then unknown.
The same is the case now where the drainage
from stockyards and the :filth accumulating
near human habitations are not allowed to
wash into the lakes.

.'

Hotels and Resorts .

This portion of the State has for years
been a favorite resort for winter visitors.
Good hotels and boarding houses, pleasant
people, romantic drives, boating and fishing
for those who are fond of the water, and fairly
good shooting for lovers of :field sports, with
an opportunity to go a little farther out occasionally and kill a deer ; all of these have
opened up lines of recreation and enjoyment
that have attracted hundreds to Orange county
and kept them here during an entire winter.

Educational Facilities.

The public scbool stystem of Florida is
good, and, under this system, Orange county
stands well up in the front rank. The standard is high, the requirements in the way of
qualification of teachers is exacting, aud the
methods in vogue are modern and up-to-date.
There are now in the county seventy-one
public schools Schools for colored and white

pupils are conducted eparately. In addition
to the public schools, there are kindergartens
for the very little folks and a few private
schools for select classes. Rollins College at
Winter Park, is a full-fledged and wellequipped college in every sen e of the term.
It has been established several years and is
growing in popularity and u efttlnes . each
year.

BRADLEYFERTILIZERCOMPANY
92 State Street 9 Boston 9 Mass.
SOUTHERN OFFICE:

729 Reynolds Street, Augusta, Ga~
W. J. POLL HD, Manag r,
MA

FACT RERS OF

HlGH GRADE FERTILIZERS~
FOR

Orange Trees,
Pineapples.
Grapefruit Trees,
Lemon Trees,
Vegetables,
Tobacco.

BradJey Grove, near Forest City, November, 1897

Build up your Grav s, Pin ries and Fielc
Crops with a Fertilizer that will produce best r sult and add
to th lasting t rtility
of your soil.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO

BRADLEY'S VUELTA ABAJO,

Trade
Mark,

High Grade Tobacco Fertilizer.
This brand is giving entire satisfaction to the growers of finest quality of wrappers, and is rapidly gaining in favor.

FLORIDA HOME, FARM A D FIELD.
A Few Drawbacks.

o place this side of Paradise is without
some objectionable features. It must not be
supposed that we are without them. Weighed
in the balances with the advantages to be
found here, or with the evils of other sections,
they are however found wanting
in severity.
A lazy man may come nearer
living here than in many places,
but unless he has an income he
will suffer.
Our high pine lands will not
r spond properly without lib ral
fertilization, which is somewhat
co tly, but which abundantly
pays for itself.
In ect pests are somewhat annoying. Ants, roaches, moths,
gnats and mosquitoes are ommon at certain seasons, but there
are many localities almost entirely free from the two latt r mimed , and they are all prevented by
u ing proper remedies.
frost sometimes destroys
our winter garden , and once in
Orange
a great while a freeze does se-

rious damage, but our people expect to run
some risk , as one must in some manner everywhere, and it only requires a few weeks after
a damaging frost to have as good growing
crops as we had before. A freeze, such as
Florida experienced in the winter of '95 is
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something to be dreaded, as it is destructive to
every interest we have, but 110 uch double
freeze ever occurred before, and we are not
likely ever to have another, and even though
there may be one sometime in the future, the
one we had taught our people so many lessons
of the folly of dep nding on a
single crop, and the profit there
is derived from indu tries formerly untried, that no calamity of
a like nature could injure us as
that did.

Trrn be t time of the year to
come to Florida to settle is the
time when you can 11 out where
you are and cut loo e to the best
advantage and come most conveniently.
If you wait until
winter and come with the touri ts and pleasure-seekers, you are
liable to lose valuable time in
etting s ttled and in planting
crops. So far as a change of climate i concerned, it is as afe to
come at one time of the year as
at any other. And you can work
out-doors during the whole year.

Avenue, during the International Good Roads Ccngress February 1897.
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B. F. BOWEN &
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Hay, Grc in, F r iliz r , F

e_~

f
nThe San Juan. R
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BENJ F BOWEN

, Etc.

O~LAND0, FLA.

JA•~~-s D. ~H OLl\-r E . _ ~ ··~~-

J. E. NICHOLSONt
fll
.. fll
f~
f~
f~ The only First-class
f~ BAKERY AND GROCERY,
f~
Brick Hotel in Orlando. f~
ORLANDO, FLA.

f~ AII Modern Conveniences.

f~
f~
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f~

Bath Rooms on every Floor.
Gas in every Room.
Northern Cooks.
For Ratest etc.t write to

f~

Will be

u call and

d to h·

u '.

f@l -

f~

~~

11
~
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N. P. YOWELL,

,

J)ry (!;00ds and 1R0t10ns.
Standard Patterns, Hemimvay Silks.

f~ HARRY L. BEEMAN, fl@ iffl
r~
f~ -. f~
fl®
WIIITE,In~ce~j;•:;E
f/® 0f{L.ANB0, FL0f{IBJL f~

ORLANDO, FLA.

Proprietor,

fl@
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JAS . A . K

OX, County Treasurer .

KNOX,

f{@ *~mRAl INSURANC[, lOAN AND ~[NlAl ~G[NlS,@

-f~

11~11m11memmmmmm

01..~LANDO~

F.LA.

Th is old a nd r li able firm was est ablish ed in 1 I. It is justl y r cogniz d a the 1 ading Ins urance Age ncy iu the cou nlry. Th e ir pro m p tne a nd li b ralily in settliug Jo
at well known
to a ll w h o have h ad dealings with th em. T h ey poiut with prid to th nviable record the have
m ade in t h is line.
The Com p anies th ey represent , fifteen in uumher, are amoug th old st aud trongest in exis tence. When in need of anythi ng in their line, rit tbetn or all at their office on Pine St.
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CLARCONA AND LAKEVILLE.

and here the citrus fruits find a
Clarcona is a thriving village about ten most congenial
miles northwest of Orlando, on the Orange home, both in
Belt and Florida Midland railroads. These the fertile hamroad · furni h ample transportation facilities to mocksand on the
the out ide w0rld. Though not an incorpo- beautiful rolling
rated town, Clarcona has the u ual quota of pine land. Lands
public buildings, such as church, school, po t- in this section
o:ffice and stores. This is an excellent lc:cality can be bought at
rea onable prices
for oranges, vegetables and field crops.
Prominent among the citizens of this place and letters enmay be mention d Mr. J. W. Cog well and quiring for inC. 0. Warner, who have good properties here. vest m e n t a dMr. Cog well has re id d here for several dressed to either
year and has developed an elegant orange of the gentlemen
property and farm. He produces an abund- named will reance of hay, corn, and other forage crops, in ceive prompt atfact all his farm supplie , and has made his tention.
busine. s entirely self-sustaining.
LAKEVILLE.
C. 0. Warner has a lovely home on the
Lakeville,
south side of one of the beautiful lakes abound- the twin si ter
ing- in thi section, and here during the winter of Clarcona, lies
R.esldenc
he and his good wife spend the time most about one IiJile
plea antly in their commodious and well ap- further north in a most delightful section.
pointed h · me.
During the winter months This settlem~nt is made up of thrifty and
their otherwi e quiet home i · much enlivened enterprising people, mostly from the North.
by the pre ·ence of their friends who spend their These have built lovely homes and made
summers north and winter in Florida.
some elegant orange grove~.
.
This is a part of the famous Apopka region
Among the leading citizens of Vtkev1lle
may be mentioned Mr. G. W.
Rines and Mr.
Davis, who have
proven what can
be done in the
way of orange
growing.
Mr. Rines'
gr, >Ve now has
many trees bending under the
weight of oranges, and is in
excellent shape,
notwitl1 standing
R.e idence of G. W. Rines, Lakeville, Fla.

NEW SHOE STORE.
E. G. DUCKWORTH,
NOW OPEN and READY for BUSINESS.

Our qoocls are atl n w and of the best makes
that can be had. When in need of any
thing in th e hoe line calt ancl see
us, we will be glad to show you
our good,; whether you wish
to buy or not.
Your to serve.
E. O. DUCKWORTH,
ORLA DO,

CHOICE MILI_JINERY
THE LATEST STYLES ALWAYS O

c.

COX.,

THE ORLANDO MEAT -MAN.

FANCY WoRK. MATERIALS, ETc.

ORLANDO.

sM1rH,

Watchmaker it' Jeweler.

Seasonable Game, Poultry, Etc.

39 YeARS of Experience.

ORLANDO, FLA.

~~-~~

Satisfaction guaranteed

in

every

case.

Church Street opposite Court Street,
ORLANDO;

Sati faction Guaranteed.---~
Corner Main and Church Streets,

LOCK BOX NO.

wrnnRN *AND *NAIIVf (, MfAJS.
CITY MARKET,

OF ALL KINDS,

ORLANDO,

Spedal Attention Given to Fine Jewelery,
·watch and Clock Repairing. Repairing
Gold Spectacle Frames a Specialty.
Jewelery, Watches, Clocks and Spectacles kept on sale. Orders for extra fine Jewelery and Watches.

-FINEST GRADES-

D DEALS IN

Also Does Gen ral Repairing
and Blacksn1ithing.

Dress Trimmings & Furnishings

c. o.

A

Carriages, Buggies and Wagons

HAND, ALSO

HANDKERCHIEF. , GLOVES,
LACES, VE/LINGS,

~Bffi~BiHeB~mBmiH~~~H~~H~~
L.

MAN FACTURER

A Large Assortment of

FLORIDA.

the injury it sustained from old in 1894-5,
as also are many others in the same locality.
These facts are worth noting and persons
looking for homes or in vestment will find here
much to encourage and plea e. Mr. Rin s
has a beautiful home, a lovely grove at Lakee
ville and carries on a general merchandi store at Apopka under the firm name of J. J.
Combs & Co.
At the horn of Mr. Davis are growing several large camphor trees that are a wonder and
delight tc every beholder. Per ons interested
in camphor culture will here find abundant
proof of the adaptability of this section to the
growth o~ a commodity that is now engaging
the attention of many of the enterprising investor of his country. Japan tea here makes
a most luxuriant growth here.
Fred E. Marden, living near here, postoffice address Apopka, has demonstrated •what
can be done with bees. The honey sold bv
him is the finest produced.
·

H. H. BERRY,

MRS. R. G. DICK,

I

of C. 0. Warner, Clarcona, Fla.

FLORIDA,

64.

FLORIDA_
TELEPHO

~ NO.

3.

To Ao y A CEY9
WHOLF,. ALE AND RETAIL DE LER. I

WfSURN t AND t HORIDA t Mf ATS
GAME IN SEASCN,

---~

Best Grade Kalamazoo Celery,
STALLS 2, 4, 6. and 8, CITY MARKET.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GlnN TO MAIL AND TELEGRAPH ORDERS,
O~LANDO,

FLORIDA.

FLORIDA HOME, FARM A D FIELD.

Buy Direct of owner

CELERY AND OTHER VEOET ABLES

COUNTY TOWNS.

At Delta Farm, Lake Apopka.

LONGWOOD,
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AND

situated twelve miles north of Orlando , on the
S. F.
W. Railroad, consists of a score or
more beautiful residences, four or five well
fumi hed stores , a postoffice, three handsome
churches, a good school, a black rnith and
wagon shop and fine hotel. This is in a beautiful ection and well adapted to the growth of
oranges. and many fine groves compris~ the
main source of wealth of the com1mrnity.
GABRIELLA

lies a bout seven miles northeast of Orlando, on
the E. F. & A. branch of the F. C. & P. railroad, in the center of a splendid orange section. The people are prog-re ive and thrifty.
a evidenced by their well k ept gardens and
groves.
OENEVA.

This village is situated on Lake Geneva, in
the eastern part of the county, about twenty
milts east of Orlando. The town boasts of
several home , a general store, postoffice,
church and public school buildings. The rich
hammock lands of lakes Jessup and Harney,
near by. afford abundant field crops and vegetables. Oranges do well here and are extensively grown.
CHULUOTA.

Tl. is place, in the extreme eastern portion
of Orange county, twenty miles east of Orlando, on Mill Lake, is a beautiful portion of
country, and but for its being off the line of a
railroad. would be a most desirable plac to locate. Oranges, grapefruit, lemons an<l Kaki
(Japall persimmons) are the principal fruits,
though peaches do well h ere. Two stores, a
posto:ffice and seYeral h a ndsome private residences com prise the town.

Mr. J. E. Pfeifer, of Victoria, writes:
'' After a residence in Florida of over burteen years, and a life-long experience in truck
farming , I am prepared to say that we have
here some of the most fertile lands in the
United State . Here I have grown everything
in the vegetable line from a nine pound radish
to a forty-three pound cabbage.
Our reclaimed lands are especially suited
to the growth of celery. I have netted 100
from 40 square feet of celery. On the Delta
farm, where I am now superintendent, I have
50,000 plants of this
profitable vegetable
set and growing beautifu1ly.
I am also growing this year three acres of
Bermuda onions that are now doing w 11.
Cauliflower, green peas and Irish potatoes are
growing Pp1endidly. I am now, November 27,
marketin 5 large quantities of green corn of the
finest quality.
We have several thousand acres of these
la~ds for sale to actual settlers. I shall be
pleased to give any further desired information
relative to our country
There was no Yellow Fever in Florida.

During the late epidemic no case of fever
occurred in the State.
State Health Officer Porter says Florida is
the only Southern State that has not gone
crazy in regard to quarantine regulations. The
regulations made by some places are absurd on
their face. It has been the desire of the Florida State Health Board to interfere with travel
as little as possible, at the same time giving
proper protection to the people of the tate,
and this desire has been carried out as fully as
possible. - Suwanee Leader.

T}-IE )Vlfl6N0LI}l }-I0TEL,
PINE ST.,

~

SAVE COMMISSIONS.
The under igned has some seven or eight
thou and acres of unimproved land lying in
and near the Plant System Railroad betwe n
Orlando and Bartow; also near Fort M~ade and
Lakeland; two thousand _acre on and near
Lake Butler, in Orange county, with a. beautiful lake front as can be found in all Florida.
Nearly very acre of the e lands is especially
adapted to the growth of Tobacco, Pineapple ,
Citru Fruits and .Vegetables. They are worth
the attention of individual , companies or
colonies.
I also have some of the best unimproved
lots in Orlando, and some of the fine t Orange
and Grapefruit Groves in Orange County.
I can and will give a purcha r the full benefit
of the Commission allowed to Real Estate
Agents.
I have now retired from the commission
business, in which I have been continuously
since r88o, and am confining myself strictly
to the ale of properties in which I am interested as owner.
For descriptive list and prices of any of my
lands, call at my office or apply in writing. All
communications promptly answered.
JOHN G. SINCL IR.
Orlando , Dec. 15, 1897.

~,.,,....,.,.,..v,a.,._,,,.,,.....,..,,.~..,..,,..,.."""

J. L. OUER.NSEY.

L. B. LONO.
ESTABLISHED 18 o .

Boone Hardware Furniture Co.
The Oldest and Largest House in South Florida.
Furnishes house Complete from Cellar to garret with Hardware,
Crockery, Stoves, Tinware, Carpets and Mattings also Carry Oils, Paints,
Wall paper and all kinds of Farming Implements.
ORLANDO-. FLA.
~~~~"""

0

9

CHARLESTON BLOCK, ORLANDO,
The Leading $2.00 a day House of the City. In the heart of the
Business Center. Special Attention Given to the
Tourist Travel. Free Baths.
RATES $2.00 PER DAY.
ORLANDO, FLA_

-

Special Rates by the Week and to Families.

MR . .

J.

MERCK Proprietor.

GROCERIES, GRAIN, HAY and FEED.
They have th LARGE T and MOST COMPLETE and
UP TO DA TE STOCK to b found between
Jacksonville and the Gulf.
------LOUIS C. MASSEY, PRESIDENT .

WALTER A.

MI"tH, 0ASUIER .

0. K. BAKERY AND GROCERY.
The best Rolls, Bread, Pies and Cakes in the City.
Wedding and Gift Cakes made to order. Only the best and
purest materials used. Hotel and Country Trade a Specialty,
and all orders promptly filled. Full line of
1.~ RESH GR.OCE)R.IES.
Only the newest and best Ooods at our Store. Free delivery in
all parts of the City.

C. M. PICKARD & CO.,

ORLANDO, FLA.

STATE BANK OF ORLANDO,
OR.LANDO, FLA.

Solicits your Account and Business.
We Buy and Sell Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
Issue our own Drafts on Europe and the Orient.
Accommodations Extended aa Accounts and R.esponsiblity warrant.
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Wil_liams & Clark FertilizerCompany
NE\V Y O RK.
~

~

'

Try our

For

F lorida-Cuban -

Oranges,

Tobacco and

Lemonsj'

P ineapple

Strawherries,

Fertilizer.

Vegetables,

..............._

.......... . . .

--'"""'

.........

Pollard Grove, near Altamonte Springs, November, l897.

BRANCH OFFICE,

N O_

7 29

REYNOLDS STREET,

AUGUSTA,

GA.

Florida Warehouse, Palatka.
THE WEATHER.

There is no subject so universally interesting as the weather. It is. the uppermost
thought from the rising to the setting of the
sun. Every one burdens his neighbor with
his daily comments upon it. Nothing exerts
so much influence upon our feelings, our
health, our business. It is this which drives
thousands of people to Florida every winter
and causes hundreds of thousands to look longingly in the same direction. The fact is Florida (and especially this favored part of the
peninsula, midway between the northern aud
southern extremes, and so happily situated betwixt the Atlantic and the Gulf,) is the one
place where the weather is the least of our
concern.
Northern people fancy that our winters are
the only desirable season we have , when nearly
every day the sm1 ~hi11es with scarcely ever a
rain and only occasionally a cold snap, lasting
a day or two, and then relapsing into what
even the oldest inhab itant delightedly styles
''Florida weather." But it is a great mistake
to limit the value of our climate to the winter
months for, pleasant as is the spring of a more
northern clime, it by no means s11rpasses the
glories of this season of the year in Florida,
bringing just a few degrees more of warmth
and an occa ional shower, causing the springing into life of countless flowers and blossoms,
and the leafing of trees and vines, until now
so hid away among the abundant evergreen
growth that one would scarcely believe they
existed.
rhe rainy season is looked upon as something simply unbearable by persons who have
never experienced that it is the very thing that
Florida folks must hope for in the summer
time~ which is tlze raz'ny season ouly -in con-

trast witk #tat season wlien we !iave no rain at

all. It is these occasional showers, often out'
of a comparatively clear sky, and again great
dashing downpours, together with the never
ceasing wind from the -southeast throughout
the day followed by a breeze at night from the
Gulf quarter that makes the Florida summe,r,
to many who know it best, the most enjoyable
part of the year.
By examining the following table of temperature, etc., keeping in mind this article,
it will be observed that our winter temperature seldom falls so low as to make it uncomfortable, and by comparing with the record of
more northerly latitudes, that our summer
temperature, while varying but little, never
becomes so warm as is customary in the north.
Hence no prostrations-no sunstrokes-no mad
dogs.
Table compiled from reports of Mr. E. A.
Richards, Voluntary Observer for the United
States Departmeut of Agriculture, giving the
temperature, rainfall, etc., for one year, from
October 1, 1896, to October 1, 1897:
Temperature.
•

MON'fHS.
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1896.

~

October ..........
November .......
December .......
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16
3.99
0.38
3- 25
1.25
6.43
9.26
4.3 2
15.77
I.

I
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N . E·
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W.
15 5 8
9 131 9 S. E.
E.
19 41 7
20 8 3 S. E.
w.
13 151 2
16 13, 2
W.
20 81 3
E.
12
E.
9, 9

--

Slight Frosts- December 21st, 22nd, 24th; January
5th, roth, 12th; February 3rd.
Damaging Frosts- January 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 27th.
Mean Temperature for the year, 70.68.
.
Clear days during the year, 177; partly cloudy, rr5;
cloudy, 73.
Total precipitation for the year, 52.37 inches.

Inducements that Orange Couit
Permanent S ettlers.

The best all around climate, fr
A first class health record and a
rate.
An abundance of good, pure, healthful
water.
A public school system not excelled anywhere.
A county out of debt and with a moderate
tax rate.
A county of churches of nearly every denomination.
A thoroughly equipped college under the
charge of competent and up-to-date officers.
A community of intelligent, cultured,
neighborly people, who will gladly welcome
you.
A remunerative income in such specialties
as early vegetables, tobacco, pineapples and
citrus fruits.
A comfortable living in all the general
farm crops raised anywhere, except wheat, rye
and some sorts of grasses, which are replaced
by others native to the soil.
As good lands, suitable to products of the
climate, as there is in the State, not free as
air, but so low in price as to suit the size of
any moderately filled pocket book.
The leading county in the State in good
road building, a very important consideration
in a sandy soil. County commissioners have
just made provision for an increased mileage
of these admirable road .

